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Hello again Fly Casters,

APRIL MEETING:
Wednesday,
April 14, 2010

Dinner and Chit-Chat: 5:30-6:30 PM
Meeting- 7:00 PM- Sharp

American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

I am happy to see that the weather is getting slightly better every day and that just
means some of our favorite fishing water is thawing out. Soon we will be in up
in the high country enjoying the cool mountain air.
I want to thank Tom Horvath and all of the club member and Federation casting instructors who helped with the casting clinic. There’s nothing like getting in
a little tune up on the casting before we hit the water for the season. I was happy
to see some of our newer members at the clinic. This is always a great chance for
everyone to take advantage of the educational opportunities the club has to offer.
So if you haven’t heard by now, our own/my own Cinda Howard went to Salt
Lake City last month to participate in the ISE Best of the West casting competition. She earned the trip by
winning the women’s division at the Phoenix ISE Show. This was her first trip to the finals and although a
little nervous, she was able to work through it and win all three rounds. For winning, beside the prestige,
she received a guided trip to the Green river and some great fishing equipment. I’m sure some of you are
already thinking????? But don’t bother, because as any boyfriend worth his salt would do, I will suck it up
and go the Green River with her. I’ll send you a picture!
A couple of weeks ago, Dave Hwang and the crew headed out the Butcher Jones beach at Saguaro Lake.
Although I didn’t make this one, it sounds like a good time was had by all. I did see some of the pictures
and was bummed that I missed out. So much fishing, so little time.
This month at the meeting we have three great raffles. First we are going to have our new member
raffle. For the new folks that we picked up through the ISE show and during our membership drive, we
are giving away an Orvis rod and real combo. Open
to everyone is the raffle on the Creek Company pontoon boat. You will still have time to buy tickets at
the meeting before we give it away. What a great way
to start the fishing season in YOUR new boat. And
as always, the great monthly raffle by your host Dan
Cramer. This is definitely a great month to go home
with some new gear.
Our Point of Pines outing is on the radar. I have
to say this has always been one of my favorites. The fishing and camping is always fun and it nice to get
that first taste of the pines. I can’t wait. Oh well I’m out of space and out of time. See you at the meeting.
Steve

DFC APRIL PROGRAM....

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

Our April speaker will be Rod Cesario from
Dragonfly Anglers in Crested Butte, Colorado.
Dragonfly Anglers has been guiding fly fishermen since 1983 and this is their 27th season
guiding in the Gunnison Valley. They offer a
tremendous opportunity in the valley floating
the Gunnison River or walk-wading numerous
streams on Forest service, private and BLM
water. Rod also owns a fly shop in Crested
Butte. Rod will be giving a presentation on all
the various fly fishing opportunities in the
Gunnison Valley.

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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Saguaro Lake/Butcher Jones Outing
Some members attend our outings to catch
fish. Some come to learn from other members.
But then many of us come for the company of
people with the passion for fishing as we do.
The Saguaro Lake/Butcher Jones outing had
the mix of
all three.
What always surprises me is how the local
outings always seem to bring more people.
Admittedly, fishing still hadn’t hit its peak yet
but several members caught fish, including a
couple of trout and it looks like the bite will really pick up in a matter of a few weeks or so. It
looks like several of us were getting short bites
and most of the fish seemed deeper but I think
all we need is for the weather to hold a little
steadier and for it to warm up a bit and the lake
should really come alive.
We got out by noon to have our potluck.
Thank you Doc for showing up and helping
with the grilling of the hot dogs. All and all,
it was a fun time seeing other members and
their families that I seem to only see at these
outings. Hopefully we can start getting some
more local outings together to share in these
events. Thank you everyone for contributing
to the pot luck .
David Hwang

April Intermediate Monthly Tying Session • April 28th
4131 E. Wood Street
Phoenix, AZ
6:30pm
approximate location:
40th Street and Broadway
FisHeads (Dave Taylor) was gracious to send
some of his favorite San Juan Patterns. We
will be tying a few of his patterns, which they
supplied patterns sheets, and a few Lee’s Ferry
midges that will be for the up-coming Club
Outing. One Lee’s Ferry Midge is from Aaron,
one of the Fishead guides, and Aaron said this
was his wife’s favorite for the Ferry.
If you have questions or need to use club’s tying
tool kit, call Tom Horvath at 602-271-0595.
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POINT OF PINES DFC OUTING • APRIL 23 - 25, 2010

MARK LUCHT, Host
E-mail: lucht@email.com

Fees: San Carlos Indian Reservation Fishing permit ($10 per
day) required for those that will be fishing. Camping or recreation permit is required for others up for the day or weekend.
This can be bought at Basha’s in San Carlos or in Globe at the
Express Stop.
Directions from Apache Junction to Point of Pines Â distance from Apache Junction is about 135 miles To get there
take US 60 to Globe. US 70 from Globe to turn off on Indian
Rd 8 after turning off onto Rd 8, Follow road signs to Point of
Pines Lake.
GPS location at lake: N33 22.011 W109 47.759
The club will furnish the meat for dinner on Saturday night.
Anyone attending is requested to bring a side dish to share.
Wood for a campfire for Friday and Saturday would also be
good. This is a really great outing for beginners to get pointers on lake fishing. A float tube or pontoon is recommended
but there are several places in the lake that can be fished from
shore. Waders are needed for float tube or wading.
An Intermediate or Type II sinking line is the preferred fly line.
Flies that work there: Semi Seal Leeches in olive, & brown,
Green Weenies, PT Nymphs, Prince Nymphs. All the various
flies for still water in Arizona.
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2010
LEE'S
FERRY
DFC
CLUB
OUTING

The DFC Plans its Descent on The Colorado River

Thursday, May 13 Sunday, May 16
The 2010 Lees Ferry Outing, scheduled for
May 13th -16th, is shaping up to be one of the
clubs premier trips this year. Tom Horvath already has several members signed up for the
two-days guided fishing package. He only has
a couple spots left, so if you are interested in
the guided fishing package be sure to get your
money ($420, does not include lodging or tip)
to Tom by the April club meeting. The twoday self-guided canoe trip, hosted by me (Gentry Smith), is officially full at this time and I
personally can’t wait as this has been something I’ve wanted to do for a while now. Other
members we’ve spoken with are planning to
bring their own boats, rent a boat or simply
fish the walk-in area. Some folks are staying at
the lodge and others are staying at the campground. While everyone may be spread out on
Friday and Saturday fishing, the plan is to regroup Saturday evening for dinner, camaraderie and of course… fish stories. Saturday’s dinner will be a pot luck under the Ramada at the
campground with the club providing the meat.
Mark Lucht has volunteered to do the cooking,
so you know it will be something tasty. Please
plan to bring a side dish or desert to share.
Basic Lees Ferry Equipment:
9’ 5wt - 6wt fly rod, floating line, long leaders,
small spit shot, strike indicators and waders
(water temperature is about 40 degrees year
round)
Basic Lees Ferry Flies:
San Juan worms (red, brown, orange), zebra
midges (black, grey), scuds (green, orange),
wooly buggers (green, black), red hots/annelids and possibly stimulators/elk hair caddis
Oh and one more thing -- for anyone still
wondering if there are any big fish at Lees Ferry, be sure to ask Cinda Howard about the nice
rainbow she recently landed on her way back
from winning the casting competition in Utah
(way to go Cinda!).

Hosts:
Tom Horvath
email:
mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
office: 602-271-0595
Gentry Smith
email:
design@gentrysmith.com
home: 480-820-3036
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CASTING
TIPS
Straight Line Path...

Picking A Pool...

March 2010
By Pat Damico –
Taken from the Tampa Bay Fly Fishing Club Newsletter
An efficient loop can only be formed then the fly rod tip travels in a
Straight Line Path, our next essential. The fly line always follows the direction the rod tip is traveling when the rod stops. Besides a straight line
path, the rod tip can travel in a convex direction, one higher in the middle, causing a large loop, or in a concave direction, where the tip is lower
in the middle, forming a tailing loop when the line crosses itself. If you
want to make a curve cast, directing the rod tip to the right or left at the
stop will cause the end of the fly line to curve in the same direction, very
useful for casting around obstructions. Tracking the rod tip in a straight
line will direct the energy of the cast properly allowing the line to unroll
efficiently. When practicing outside, use the house roof line as a guide for
vertical rod tip positions or the straight edge of a lawn or driveway as a
guide when casting more horizontally. As you carry more line, the rod
loads or bends more but still tracks in a straight line path. One of Lefty’s
tips is to make your casts so that your fly is directed at the rod tip.

Don't forget our April speaker will be
Rod Cesario from Dragonfly Anglers in
Crested Butte, Colorado. Dragonfly
Anglers has been guiding fly fishermen
since 1983....See all you DFC Trout
Bums at the meeting on the 14th!

April 1998
Jason Borger- FFF Club Wire
Many casters have a "favorite" rod--one that enjoys the most use and always
seems to be the first out of the tube when it comes time to practice. However,
just because it's a personal favorite with an action that matches one's personal casting "style," doesn't mean it's the best tool for the job.
Indeed, selecting your entire array of fly rods based only on a "favorite" action, is, in some ways, cheating yourself. Selecting a tool based on a required
type of casting and/or a specific angling challenge will enhance your ability
to do what you need to do when it needs to be done.
For example, you may prefer a fast-action rod (it "fits" your casting style
best), but the situation you'll be using the tool in revolves around lobbing a
sink-tip line with split shot or putty as well as size-2 Strip Leech. A better
tool for smoothing out the inherently jerky nature of extra weight would be
found in a more progressively actioned stick. The same could be said for a
situation where protecting ultra-light tippets is paramount--a softer, more
fully-flexing tool is better at such a time than one designed for the salt flats
(i.e. high winds and long distance). And don't forget tools for techniques like
Spey casting.
The trick for using various tools effectively is to just get out and practice
(especially before a "tool-specific" trip), modifying your casting stroke energies so as to best take advantage of what each tool has to offer. If you don't
have/can't afford multiple tools, then practice modifying your casting energies to best take advantage of the design parameters of the rod you do have.
In the end, your "fav" may still remain your fav, but you'll be better prepared
for whatever casting (and angling) challenges you may have to face.
(Jason Borger, the Club-Wire's casting columnist, was the 'Shadow Caster' in 'A River Runs Through It' and is
Editor of the Loop, the publication of the FFF's Casting Instructor Certification Program.)

BIVISIBLES...Soft Hackles from Bob Olach's Fly Tying Bench

Hook – Daiichi 1190 size 12 – 16 dry fly, barbless fly
hook) – size 14 preferred
Thread – Black thread for brown and black hackles,
olive thread with olive hackles
Body / Hackle – Brown, black or olive for the rear
hackles and white at the shoulder

In the Winter 2006 issue of the Eastern Fly Fishing
magazine, there was an article “Pioneers & Legends Edward Ringwood Hewitt: Active Nymphing
Pioneer.” In the article, written by Tom Rosenbauer, it’s stated that “…. Hewitt was perhaps one of
the finest fly fishers of the 20th century….”
Although the article talks about Hewitt’s nymph
fishing, many fly tiers and fly fishers probably associate Hewitt’s name more with two of his dry
fly dressings than his nymph dressings, namely
Hewitt’s Spiders (size 16 hooks dressed with large,
stiff dry fly hackles approx. 2” – 2 ½” long that
skate across the water’s surface) and Hewitt’s Bivisible dressing.
Personally, I use only a few dry fly dressings /
patterns when I fish, namely my versions of the
Hewitt’s Bivisible and Ed Story’s Cracklebacks,
preferring to use nymphs and or soft hackled
dressings for the most part.

Using black or olive thread wraps as the base for
the Bivisible dressings:
Wrap the entire hook shank with thread;
Tie in TWO brown, black or olive green dry fly hackles (with the “V” shape / convex side of the hackle
facing away from the hook shank);
Wrap 10 – 11 double-hackle wraps (20 – 22 individual hackle wraps) tie off and clip hackles;
Tie in ONE white dry fly hackle; wrap 5 – 6 individual white hackle wraps;
Tie off and trim the white hackle;
Whip finish and add a drop of head cement. After
the head cement dries, a drop of Watershed is added
to waterproof the finished fly.
When finished, these Bivisibles have between 25
to 30 individual hackle wraps (pointing towards
the eye of the hook) and float high on the water’s
surface, the multi-hackles causing a lot of “kick” /
action as the fly drifts with the current.

Bob Olach is from the Lee Wulff TU Chapter in Elgin, IL. Bob has
been gracious in the past with not only his articles but has donated
some of his soft hackles to our DFC Trout Bums for our annual
banquet. Bob can be reached at: robert.ol@bcglobal.net
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MORE TO A FISHING
TRIP THAN CATCHING

Notes from TOM HARVATH/Education Committee
Casting Clinic came off well and just
over 20 attended. It was at Chaparral
Park and I wish to send out a special
thanks for all who attended and helpedout with the instruction.
Bass Pro was on March 13 and 14. Skip
Culbert, Bob Harrison, David Hwang,
Dave Weaver, Ward Thompson represented the club. The fly tying group
was giving out flies but the rod building
group was a little more stingy.
Intermediate fly tying was hosted by
Ward Thompson and the group of 4 tied
mayfly patterns using cookie cutters for
the wings and Ward ties an ant pattern
that will eat the trout. The trout bite it
out of self defense.
Beginning Fly tying has two groups of
about 12 total. Half the group meets
at Bob Harrison’s house and the other
group meets at Tom Horvath’s office
conference room. Thanks Bob and to all
the new fly tiers that will quickly learn
buying flies is cheaper but not quite as
satisfying as catching fish on hand your
hand tied flies.
Education only has the intermediate
tying in April and the finishing day of
Beginning Fly Tying on April Fools Day.

Gasp! Did I say that out loud? Many
of you know that I like to catch fish,
that's a given, but there are other
aspects of a fishing trip to consider.
Not only your good time, (catching
lots of fish from day light to dark)
but if family and friends go fishing.
You will need to adjust your intensity level for the group you are with. Most of my family and
their friends don't wish to fish as aggressively as I do. This is
why Rocky Point is a good choice. I can fish while others in
the group are on the beach, riding quads or jet skis, or going
for a boat ride. Other options for the non fishing crowd; golf,
music, clamming, shopping, and trying all of the restaurants
in town.
I fish Puerto Penasco, often, and usually it's with my fly
fishing buddies. I usually stay at the Playa De Oro RV Park,
where I have made many acquaintances and friends. It's not
uncommon for me to already know the neighbors when I set
up camp. On this last trip the folks next to me were from AJ
and Gold Canyon, and they recognized me from the hardware
store. No one has ever accused me of being the best dressed
old guy in the trailer park, but I am going to leave out the
details, of the swim trunks incident, and just say that I'll have
a new pair for the next trip.
Playa De Oro has always been a hospitable place, so I was
not surprised when my wife Debi and I were invited to the fish
fry on the beach. It had been a year or more since Debi had
accompanied me to Rocky Point. So at the fish fry, various
restaurants, and almost any of my usual hangouts people were
giving me a hard time. “You're married? “I thought you only
dated Mexican gals,” etc. Luckily my wife has a good since of
humor.
Spring Break was just getting geared up while we were there,
and I would say this has been the best Spring Break, financially the folks in Puerto Penasco have had in three years. Bad
economic times and safety concerns have all but killed Spring
Break. This year the RV Park was 90% full and many of the
hotels were 50% full. Not nearly as good as a few years back
when every place was over full, but maybe this is a small sign
of economic recovery, we can only hope.
I did catch a few Cabrilla and some Flounder on this fishing
trip, and picked up some new ideas on how to fish this water from some of the guys in the trailer park. When the water
warms up the fishing will only get better. Maybe if I am nice,
and ask with enthusiasm, I can convince my wife to join me
on my next trip.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached
at Best Hardware 237 N. Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ,
vince@ajbest.com and 480 982 7461.

DFC CONSERVATION PATH • 4.2010

by
Vince
Deadmond

Alaska Enacts Statewide Ban
on Felt Sole Wading Gear
Posted by pdobbyn on March 20th, 2010 in Alaska, Conservation, Felt Soles, Protection Trout Unlimited applauds the Alaska Board of Fisheries for adopting a
statewide phase-out of felt sole wading products, effective Jan. 1, 2012. The move is
aimed at guarding against the spread of aquatic invasive species.
The board on Friday, March 19, passed the proposal unanimously after hearing
testimony earlier in the week from anglers, lodge owners and others who warned
that unless Alaska takes action to protect its freshwater rivers, lakes and streams,
they risk becoming infected as in other parts of the world. Alaska is now the first
state to enact a complete statewide ban on felt sole wading gear.
“The board should be commended for taking this proactive step to end the use of
felt sole boots and waders in Alaska which are a significant source of transmission
of invasive species. Usually it takes a crisis for people to wake up and act. In this
case, the board followed the lead of science, vetted the issue thoroughly, and made
the right decision for the future health of Alaska fisheries,” said Mark Kaelke, TU
Southeast Alaska Project Director.
Editor's comments....I'm sorry to see the felt sole deleted in the fly fishing industry...maybe if we took the time
to clean our felt shoes in some way we'd still be able to keep a better footing as we wade over slippery rocks, and
navigate when standing up while moving about in drift boats. There is a wonderful article in Gray's Sporting
Journal (February/March 2010) "Best Foot Forward- Stamping out illegal immigration, one skidmark at a time," by
James R. Babb. The article goes into depth and outlines the varied rubber soles that will now take the fly fishing
industry by storm. Rabb has his take on the rubber sole thing too, along with comments on his Maine fishing
spots. My take on all of this is: "....one should walk carefully and carry a big stick!" (A stick with felt on the end!)

2010 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OUTINGS- 2010
April 23-25, 2010

July Outing

Steve Berry- President
Mike Yavello-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer
Charlie Rosser- Secretary

Point of Pines
Host: Mark Lucht- lucht@email.com

Antero Reservoir, Colorado
Date: TBA • Host: TBA

Outings- Darin Taverna

May 13 - 16, 2010

August Outing

Education- Tom Soldat
Education Committee
Tom Horvath & David Hwang
Conservation- Mark Donahoo
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Videos & Books- Gentry Smith
Raffles- Dan Cramer
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large- Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

June 11-13, 2010

White Mountain Extravaganza
Host: Steve Berry- flyingflyfisher2@yahoo.com

San Juan Outing, September 16th through 19th
Yep, it’s time to start planning for your Annual San Juan River trip. This one is very
popular and for good reason. The San Juan River is one of the best fisheries in the
U.S. for big fish. At last count there were more than 15,000 fish per mile with the
average being 17”. This trip includes 3 nights lodging at Rizuto’s, 2 full days with a
guide, continental breakfast each morning and lunch on guide days. Price is $525
per person. A banquet dinner will be added and the cost of the dinner is not included in this price. A deposit of $200 holds your spot and the balance is due on or
before the August meeting. You can pay at the meeting or feel free to mail in a check
to the P.O. Box but be sure to mark it as payment for the San Juan River Outing. If
you have questions, you can e-mail me at lady_angler@cox.net, send a message
through Facebook, or call my cell at (480) 217-5089. -Cinda

Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

Retail - Larry Kivela
Membership- Dave Weaver

X-Diamond Ranch
Data: TBA • Host: Host Needed

MAIL TO: ☛

Library
Gentry Smith

Lees Ferry
Hosts: Gentry Smith- design@gentrysmith.com
Tom Horvath- mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com

club meeting
See ya at the , 2010
April 14

Programs- Cinda Howard

